
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45i4G09rheU&list=TLvjGmuN33Q-sxMDEwMjAxNQ 
 

1. Ch15 
2. YO x 7 
3. Insert hook into beg ch, yo and draw up loop 
4. YO, draw thru 2 seven times (2 loops rem on hook) 
5. YO x 3 

6. Insert hook in 3rd ‘bump’ from hook , ensuring you put hook thru both loops  
7. YO and draw up loop 
8. YO, draw thru 2 three times (3 loops rem on hook) 
9. YO, draw thru all 3 loops on hook 
10. Ch8 
11. YO x 6 
12. Insert hook in 3rd ‘bump’ from beg ch, ensuring you put hook thru both loops 
13. YO and draw up loop 
14. YO, draw thru 2 six times (2 loops rem on hook) 
15. YO twice 
16. Insert hook in 3rd bump from hook 
17. YO, draw up loop 
18. YO, draw thru twice (3 loops rem on hook) 
19. YO, draw thru all 3 loops on hook 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45i4G09rheU&list=TLvjGmuN33Q-sxMDEwMjAxNQ


20. Ch7 
21. YO x 5 

22. Insert hook in next bump  
23. YO, draw up loop 
24. YO, draw thru 2 five times (2 loops rem on hook) 
25. YO twice 
26. Insert hook in 2nd bump from hook 
27. YO, draw up loop 
28. YO, draw thru 2 twice (3 loops rem on hook) 
29. YO, draw thru all 3 loops on hook 
30. Ch7 
31. YO x 3 times  
32. Insert hook in next bump 
33. YO, draw up loop 
34. YO, draw thru 2 three times (2 loops rem on hook) 
35. YO x 2 
36. Insert hook in next bump, yo, draw up loop, yo, draw thru 2 twice (3 loops rem on hook), yo, draw thru 

all 3 loops on hook 
37. Ch7, yo x 3 times, insert hook in bump b/n 2 ‘leaf spine’ segments 

 
38. YO, draw up loop, yo, draw thru 2 three times (2 loops rem on hook) 

39. YO twice, insert hook into same bump , yo, draw up loop, yo, draw thru 2 twice (3 
loops rem on hook), yo, draw thru all 3 loops on hook 

40. Ch7, yo x 3, insert hook in same bump as other side’s next (2nd to last) ‘leaf spine’ 

, yo, draw up loop, yo, draw thru 2 three times (2 loops on hook), yo twice, 
insert hook in bottom of this st, yo, draw up loop, yo, draw thru 2 twice (3 loops on hook), yo, draw 
thru all 3 loops on hook 

41. Ch8, yo x 4, insert hook in same bump as other side’s next (final) ‘leaf spine’, yo, draw up loop, yo, 
draw thru 2 four times, yo 3 times, insert hook in bottom of this st, yo, draw up loop, yo, draw thru 2 
three times (3 loops on hook), yo, draw thru all 3 loops on hook 



42. Ch14, slst in beg ch  
43. Ch1 
44. Work 15 sc in first chsp 

45. Working around post of ‘complex st’ ring , sc 8 
46. Turn work upside down and sc 8 around other post 

47. Turn work back up right way and slst in first sc of this ring  
48. Sc 8 in next chsp 
49. Sc 6 around each post of next complex st ring. Slst in first sc of ring. 
50. Sc 7 in next chsp. Sc 6 around each post of next complex st ring. Slst in first sc of ring.  
51. Sc 7 in next chsp. Sc 6 around each post of next complex st ring. Slst in first sc of ring.  
52. Sc 2 in next chsp. Turn work to the back. Ch2. Slst in 2nd sc of first chsp. Slst in next sc.  
53. Turn work to front. Sc 5 in chsp just made.  

54. Sc2tog using base of sc  that this ch came from & next chsp   

55. Turn work to back. Ch7. Slst into same sc as last chsp was made . Slst in next sc. 
56. Turn work to front. Sc9 in chsp just made. Sc2tog as before in step 54. 
57. Sc3 in next chsp. 
58. Complete other side of leaf: *6sc around each post of next complex st ring. Slst in first sc.* Sc 7 in next 

chsp. Rep * to * in next ring. Sc 8 in next chsp. Sc 8 around each post of next ring. Slst in first sc. Sc15 in 
next chsp. Slst in beg ch.  

59. Ch8 for leaf stalk. Sk first ch from hook. Sc in next 7 chains. Slst in beg ch.  


